• Human subjects are pretty good at finding close-to-optimal solutions to TSPs • Roughly speaking, an overview of the published literature suggests that humans get worse linearly with the number of points in the problem.
The basis of human ability
• Why should people be good at the TSP?
• Two broad types of explanation seem to suggest themselves: -generic spatial cognitive ability (e.g. ability to judge proximity relations or pairwise distances) -some cognitive process that is (for some reason) specialized for optimization
• If it is a generic spatial ability that is letting people find shortest tours, then they should also be good at finding longest tours
With thanks to Jack Saalweachter Experiment 1
• Contrasted performance on standard TSPs with performance on "longest-path" TSPs • In these latter, the instruction is to visit all the locations once and return to the starting point in the longest possible route • The longest-path version is as combinatorially complex as the standard version
Example problem
Longest tour Shortest tour
Method
• Twenty PSY100 students, naïve to the TSP • Each participant produced both shortest and longest tours to the same five 10-point problems • Pencil-and-paper procedure, classroom setting • Order of problems randomized within task blocks; task block order counterbalanced across participants • Timing data self-recorded by participants Experiment 1 results
• 31 of 100 tours in the standard condition were minimal, none was maximal in the longest-path condition.
• On average, tour lengths were 6.02% above the minimal for short tours, and 16.23% below the maximal for long tours, with short tour performance significantly superior to long, t (19) • Experiment 1 suggests that humans are much better at optimizing than they are at pessimizing • Furthermore, they outperform the nearest neighbour heuristic when optimizing, but significantly underperform the furthest neighbour heuristic when pessimizing • Experiment 2 explored these issues with more participants
• Factorial design: Type of tour production x Type of instruction -participants optimized -participants pessimized -participants followed NN instructions -participants followed FN instructions
Example of heuristic-following instruction
• Draw a line starting at any circle connecting through all the other circles on the page and end your line at the same circle you started at.
• Visit each circle only once.
• Start and finish at the same circle.
• Construct your lines as follows: from your chosen starting circle, connect to the FURTHEST AWAY unconnected circle. Then, from that circle, again connect to the furthest away unconnected circle. Continue this method until you get back to the circle you started at.
Participants and procedure
• 114 psychology undergraduates participated for class credit. They had no knowledge of TSP research from the class.
• Each participant randomly assigned to one of the four conditions, and completed a booklet of the same 6 15-point problems in random order.
• Most participants finished within 15 minutes, but no individual timing data available.
Caveat
• My lab has only just finished coding the huge amount of data from this experiment • I am presenting a preview of the findings, without statistical analysis at this point • However, the differences appear very clear 
